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the album begins with the autobiographical title track, with the title
song chorusing and the song buoyant with a funky, electronic rhythm.
the song continues with dont cry it out, in which prince explains that

hes not responsible for his own problems. later, we find out that hes in
love with a woman named apollonia, and shes sorry, but hes not in

love with her. the song is a bit of a downer, and thats what youll find
out after you hear the next track, i wanna be your man. the song is a
continuation of the funkier, dance-oriented side of prince, but it also
has a bit more of a broadway feel to it, mostly due to the vocal by

michael bivins. the song is a bit of a letdown, and its followed by funk
just like that. this is a short, funky song that features a sample of the
chorus from the supremes song baby i need your love, and it features

prince on background vocals. darling nikki is the third song on the
album, and it is a song that takes a bit of a different turn. its also one

of the most controversial songs in princes discography, and it
generated a lot of controversy and attention. the lyrics of the song

feature the infamous line that he wants to fuck her in the butt, and the
lyrics are edited throughout the video, as well as the album. he also

gives her a so-called engagement ring, which she actually wants, and
even though she wants it, hes scared that it wont last. the purple rain

tour was a herculean triumph, made possible by a tangled web of
people carefully managing every aspect of the show each night, from

staging to lighting to costuming to music. this fact wasnt lost on
prince; he used the increased visibility of the syracuse show to give

thanks to as much of his entourage as he could. baby im a star evolved
into a long, formless jam session, and everyone on hand was brought

up to the stage. (protg group apollonia 6 were even flown in to appear,
despite not being part of the tour.) prince placed immense trust in his
collaborators, occasionally setting his instrument aside and counting

on his band to keep things going so that he could focus on getting the
theatrics just right. when he finally holds his guitar for longer for a few
minutesto play an extended encore of his spiritual communion, purple
raintime bends to his will and a third of an hour goes by in a blink. hes
giving us a firm reminder of what we already knew: my band is great,

but im still the greatest.
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the album offers a glimpse into the mind of prince and the magical
aura he creates, but also highlights his outstanding talent as a writer

and songwriter. on the ladder, which prince wrote, recorded and
produced, he explores the spiritual paths of buddhism, hinduism and
theosophy. he also touches on issues ranging from the environment,
war, the power of love, the nature of god and the power of the mind.
released in february 1985, purple rain was a phenomenal success. a
soundtrack album, it gave prince the opportunity to express his own

musical vision, one where guitar riffs are replaced by synthetic sounds
and funkadelic riffs, adding his own backing vocals and even taking a

break from the band to record his narration for the songs. its huge
impact on popular music can be felt today; its influence is apparent in
britains massive use of synthesizers on dance tracks, the pop music of
the 90s, the electronic music of the 00s, the rap of the noughties and

even rock music today. the album also had a dramatic impact on
prince himself, who spent the rest of his career trying to match its

success. indeed, he broke his own record with the success of diamonds
and pearls in december 2000, selling 8 million copies in the us, and the

albums success has resulted in it being ranked number 25 on rolling
stones list of the 500 greatest albums of all time. as well as being a

huge success, purple rain had a lasting impact on prince. he had
started his career as a singer, writing songs like wanna be your lover,

but purple rain changed his musical direction, although not necessarily
in a good way. with the style he adopted with the album, prince

became more interested in wearing a mask and pushing his music in a
direction that alienated some of his fans. he played with his image and
developed his image. for example, the albums cover and title, with an

almost disneyfied prince, were intended to make it clear to his fans
that this album was not a continuation of his work with the revolution.

the album included a link to a profile of prince on the ladies home
journal website and a music video for letitgo which was essentially a
supercut of the purple rain tour, all of which reinforced the image of

prince as an entity separate from his old band. in reality, the album is
just as much a rejection of his former self as it is an embrace of the

new. its 9 songs are a demonstration of this, with when doves cry and
anotherloverholenyohead being musically very similar to the previous
album, yet lyrically more introspective. the same is true of the songs

the ladder and the two of us, which are much more direct and
emotional than anything from the revolution. the album proved to be a
commercial success, but although it would be the albums only uk top
ten single, a number of fans were outraged by its lack of hits. sign o
the times which was released as a single in japan, has become a fan
favourite, while purple rain and when doves cry have become staples

in the prince canon. 5ec8ef588b
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